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Logitech® Ultrathin Keyboard Folio
Great typing made remarkably

Announcement Date: August 20

Price: $89.99

Product Description
The Logitech® Ultrathin Keyboard Folio
experience for iPad mini users. The keyboard connects to your iPad through
unique layout maximizes its key size for
design complements the mobility of the
helps protect your tablet from accidental bumps, scratches
folio’s dual-view stand upright or flat, the SecureLock system ensures
the frame while remaining thin and light

Key Features

 Bluetooth keyboard: Type as fast as you would
keys. Plus it features time-saving iOS

 Thin and light design: Our thinnest, lightest
art materials for a thin and light design in a protective

 Two-sided protection: The Logitech
helps protect the front and back of your iPad mini from

 Dual-view stand: Its dual-view stand holds your iPad mini in two ideal positions: upright for typing
and flat with the keyboard hidden for browsing and viewing content.

 Rechargeable: You get up to three months of battery life on a full charge*, and recharging the
keyboard is easy using the included USB cable.

Product Specifications

 Dimensions (L x W x H): 215 mm x
 Weight: 285g

Warranty

 2-year limited hardware warranty

Press Contact
Jessica Monney
Logitech
510-713-5830
jmonney@logitech.com

*Based on an average use of two hours per day

Ultrathin Keyboard Folio for iPad® mini
Great typing made remarkably thin and light.

August 20, 2013 Shipping: August 2013

Available at: www.logitech.com

Ultrathin Keyboard Folio for iPad® mini offers a remarkably thin and light typing
The keyboard connects to your iPad through Bluetooth®

maximizes its key size for fast and fluid typing, despite its smaller size.
of the iPad mini, while the durable, water-repellent two

from accidental bumps, scratches and spills. Plus, no matter if you position the
or flat, the SecureLock system ensures your iPad stays firmly fastened to

while remaining thin and light.

ype as fast as you would on a computer with the reassuring “click” of real
saving iOS® shortcut keys such as cut, copy and paste

Our thinnest, lightest keyboard folio is precision engineered with state
in and light design in a protective package.

Logitech Ultrathin Keyboard Folio for iPad mini is a two
the front and back of your iPad mini from accidental bumps, scratches and spills.

view stand holds your iPad mini in two ideal positions: upright for typing
and flat with the keyboard hidden for browsing and viewing content.

You get up to three months of battery life on a full charge*, and recharging the
yboard is easy using the included USB cable.
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